
1.   pot
2.   pit
3.   pat
4.   hog
5.   pet
6.   pen
7.   pin
8.   pug
9.   rug
10. rag

11. rip
12. nap
13. tap
14. tip
15. top
16. ten
17. tin
18. fun
19. fan
20. fin 

Lesson 3 - Words

21. gap
22. cap
23. cup
24. rot
25. gut
26. nut
27. but
28. hit
29. hut
30. hot

Lesson 3 - Sentences

1.   The hot pot sat on top of the mat.
2.   The cat had a pet rat.
3.   The big man sat on the rug.
4.   Put the wet rag in the pot.
5.   A nut was on top of the cup.
6.   Put him in the pig pen.
7.   The bug bit his leg.
8.   I did not get wet.
9.   Did you go to the top?
10. His hat was big.

Dictation Lists for A Workbook for Dyslexics

1.  spot
2.  spit
3.  spat
4.  slap
5.  stop
6.  clap
7.  stamp
8.  grin
9.  plot

10. snag
11. crab
12. crust
13. stump
14. split
15. flip
16. flap
17. brag
18. stunt

Lesson 4 - Words Lesson 4 - Sentences

1.   The flag had a spot on it.
2.   The strap had a red strip.
3.   The man has to stop the cab.
4.   The fox was in the trap.
5.   You must get the box.
6.   He went on a trip.
7.   The glum man was sad.
8.   He had a vest and a belt.

Lesson 5 - Words Lesson 5 - Sentences

1.  The fish and the shrimp can swim.
2.  I felt a pinch on my chin.
3.  The rich man has a lot of cash.
4.  He has an itch on his leg.
5.  I wish I had a pet fish.
6.  The trash is in the can.
7.  Shut the lid on the pot.
8.  The dish is in the hutch.
9.  Can you stitch the patch on the pants?

1.  chin
2.  chimp
3.  chip
4.  champ
5.  chat
6.  chop
7.  such
8.  much
9.  rich

10. hitch
11. switch
12. patch
13. hatch
14. snitch
15. fetch
16. pitch
17. latch
18. shin 

19.  shop
20.  dish
21.  gash
22.  shut
23.  fish
24.  smash
25.  crush
26.  trash
27.  flush

1.  thin
2.  path
3.  math
4.  this
5.  than
6.  then
7.  that
8.  with
9.  wish

10. patch
11. crutch
12. mash
13. match
14. club
15. snatch
16. catch
17. was
18. you 

Lesson 6 - Words Lesson 6 - Sentences

1.   That is the man with the hat.
2.   This path is not flat.
3.   The twins swam in the pond.
4.   The blast was from the crash.
5.   I had a bath in the tub.
6.   He went with me to the camp.
7.   The thin man had a rash on his chin.
8.   I want to plan a trip.
9.   The sick man had to get cash.

Reminder: Your student should say the sounds as (s)he writes, not the letter names.

Reminder: Your student should say the sounds as (s)he writes, not the letter names.

* Important: have your 
student read what 

(s)he wrote by 
sounding out the 
sounds, and then 

make the corrections.
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1.   sink
2.   stink
3.   bank
4.   blink
5.   think
6.   thank
7.   chunk
8.   brink
9.   wink
10. prank

11. shrink
12. shrank
13. tank
14. bunk
15. dunk
16. link
17. said
18. do
19. was
20. his 

Lesson 7 - Words Lesson 7 - Sentences

1.   I think this is fun.
2.   He went to the bank to get cash.
3.   I drank the hot cup of broth.
4.   The dish is in the sink.
5.   He had a lot of junk in his trunk.
6.   The pink pig is in the mud.
7.   He wants to thank you.
8.   My pet cat has an itch.
9.   I want to watch the fish in the tank.
10. This patch does not match the cloth.

1.   sing
2.   sting
3.   stung
4.   bring
5.   thing
6.   strong
7.   lung
8.   clung
9.   ring
10. rang

11. rung
12. strung
13. string
14. long
15. song
16. they
17. with
18. have
19. does
20. of

Lesson 8 - Words Lesson 8 - Sentences

1.   The long string is with the cat.
2.   Bring a cup of broth to the man.
3.   The strong man sang the song.
4.   Do not cling to the swing if you jump.
5.   In the spring we mulch the path.
6.   Bring the junk to the dump.
7.   The twin has a bunk bed.
8.   I had an itch from the rash.

1.   back
2.   black
3.   brick
4.   stick
5.   stack
6.   snack
7.   crack
8.   neck
9.   stuck
10. luck

11. slick
12. trick
13. truck
14. struck
15. lock
16. block
17. clock
18. sick
19. tuck
20. track

Lesson 9 - Words Lesson 9 - Sentences

1.  The truck got stuck in the mud.
2.  Pick the lock on the latch.
3.  The clock struck six.
4.  Bring a cup of broth to the sick man.
5.  Check the backpack.
6.  The duck swam on the pond.
7.  Wish me luck on my math test.
8.  The chick will hatch in the nest.
9.  We have to pack for the trip.

1.  they
2.  prey
3.  way
4.  sway
5.  play
6.  stay
7.  slay
8.  clay
9.  crayon

10. pray
11. hay
12. spray
13. lay
14. day
15. today
16. may
17. what
18. does

Lesson 10 - Words Lesson 10 - Sentences

1.  I think you can go that way.
2.  She is away at camp.
3.  You must pay the man with cash.
4.  The month of May is in the spring.
5.  The stray cat drank the milk.
6.  Bring the tray to the man.
7.  Stay with the sick dog.
8.  What do they think of the play?
9.  Do I go this way to get to the path?

Reminder: Your student should say the sounds as (s)he writes, not the letter names.

* Important: have your 
student read what 

(s)he wrote by 
sounding out the 
sounds, and then 

make the corrections.

Reminder: Your student should say the sounds as (s)he writes, not the letter names.

Reminder: Your student should say the sounds as (s)he writes, not the letter names.
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1.   soon
2.   spoon
3.   noon
4.   broom
5.   root
6.   room
7.   droop
8.   boot
9.   booth
10. loop

11. good
12. wood
13. look
14. book
15. took
16. hook
17. shook
18. cook
19. flood
20. blood

Lesson 11 - Words Lesson 11 - Sentences

1.   He stood on the wood plank.
2.   I can look at the moon.
3.   Was the flood bad?
4.   He took his junk to the trash can.
5.   The crook ran away with the cash.
6.   We took the group back to the bus.
7.   The soup is in the pot.
8.   The cook took the hot soup to the man.
9.   The fish was on the hook.
10. The back room had a flood.

1.   quick
2.   quack
3.   quest
4.   quit
5.   watch
6.   want
7.   wash
8.   salt
9.   swap
10. swan

11. push
12. what
13. blank
14. black
15. stump
16. shack
17. soon
18. track
19. milk
20. belt

Lesson 12 - Words Lesson 12 - Sentences

1.   You must be quick, to catch the rat.
2.   Put the quilt on the bed.
3.   The duck on the pond will quack.
4.   The man quit his job today.
5.   I want to get a good book.
6.   The man is on a quest to get hot soup.
7.   Put the salt in the soup.
8.   The swan swam on the pond.

1.   ranch
2.   bench
3.   pinch
4.   bunch
5.   branch
6.   lunch
7.   brunch
8.   quench
9.   clench
10. cramp

11. brisk
12. tool
13. trick
14. shrink
15. shack
16. want
17. they
18. stay
19. squad
20. watch

Lesson 13 - Words Lesson 13 - Sentences

1.  You can sit on the bench, to rest.
2.  He took his lunch with him.
3.  The cook put a pinch of salt in the soup.
4.  Do not punch the man in the chin.
5.  Sit on the stool in that room.
6.  Stay at the ranch until noon.
7.  Watch the frogs jump in the pond.
8.  Loop the string on the hook.

1.   cry
2.   fly
3.   spy
4.   pry
5.   dry
6.   shy
7.   why
8.   sly
9.   sigh
10. high

11.  thigh
12.  bright
13.  night
14.  sight
15.  might
16.  right
17.  light
18.  strength
19.  shook
20.  took

Lesson 14 - Words Lesson 14 - Sentences

1.   Pry the lid from the can.
2.   His tight pants might rip.
3.   We had a light lunch.
4.   He might cry if you pinch him.
5.   What is the right way to get back?
6.   You may blink at the bright light.
7.   The night sky was pitch black.
8.   Fry the fish in the pan.
9.   I had a cramp in my thigh.

Reminder: Your student should say the sounds as (s)he writes, not the letter names.

Reminder: Your student should say the sounds as (s)he writes, not the letter names.

Reminder: Your student should say the sounds as (s)he writes, not the letter names.
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1.   boy
2.   toy
3.   ploy
4.   joy
5.   coy
6.   boil
7.   broil
8.   coil
9.   toil
10. soil

11. spoil
12. void
13. point
14. hoist
15. oil
16. joist
17. basket
18. contrast
19. dentist
20. jacket

Lesson 15 - Words Lesson 15 - Sentences

1.   I have a coin in my pocket.
2.   The rocket went to the moon.
3.   I can play the trumpet.
4.   Put the napkin in his lap.
5.   Put the plant in the moist soil.
6.   He wants to win the contest.
7.   The locket hung from my neck.
8.   What is my tax bracket?
9.   Hoist the wood plank up to me.
10. Can you point to the spy?

Lesson 16 - Words Lesson 16 - Sentences

1.   Put the food into the cart.
2.   The night sky was dark.
3.   Park the car under the tent.
4.   I have to go to the store today.
5.   My arm felt sore.
6.   She wore black pants with a pink hat.
7.   He has more woods to explore.
8.   If he shoots, he may score a point.
9.   The shark swam in the tank.
10. This string is longer than the other string.

1.   out
2.   shout
3.   about
4.   cloud
5.   south
6.   mouth
7.   counter
8.   found
9.   sound
10. ground

11.  crown
12.  clown
13.  shower
14.  town
15.  growl
16.  frown
17.  brown
18.  tower
19.  owl
20.  power

Lesson 17 - Words Lesson 17 - Sentences

1.   Put the soup in a bowl.
2.   Plant the flower in the soil.
3.   The car should go much slower.
4.   How does he plan to go to the shore?
5.   The trash was out at the curb.
6.   The boy scout ran out of the woods.
7.   Could you go higher than that?
8.   Should we mow the yard?
9.   Would he play out in the snow?
10. I might have to shout if it is loud.

1.   new
2.   blew
3.   grew
4.   flew
5.   chew
6.   crew
7.   stew
8.   brother
9.   mother
10. curfew

11.  few
12.  around
13.  sound
14.  ground
15.  show
16.  slow
17.  door
18.  floor
19.  poor
20.  your

Lesson 18 - Words Lesson 18 - Sentences

1.   The bird flew high in the sky.
2.   The flower grew in the moist soil.
3.   Chew your food.
4.   The man is stronger than the girl.
5.   Turn right at the stop light.
6.   Look under the bush for a rock.
7.   On a farm, they may milk a cow.
8.   Were you in your pool today?
9.   The boy drew with a marker.
10.  Ignore the man with the sticker on his shirt.

1.   far
2.   farm
3.   form
4.   from
5.   star
6.   start
7.   storm
8.   born
9.   part
10. corn

11. dark
12. shore
13. chore
14. swore
15. core
16. tore
17. skirt
18. stir
19. burn
20. curb

21.  stern
22.  perch
23.  porch
24.  third
25.  girl
26.  curl
27.  her
28.  were
29.  dirt
30.  bird

21.   blow
22.   flow
23.   grow
24.   slow
25.   throw
26.   snow
27.   blown
28.   shown
29.   crow
30.   own

Reminder: Your student should say the sounds as (s)he writes, not the letter names.

Reminder: Your student should say the sounds as (s)he writes, not the letter names.
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Lesson 19 - Words Lesson 19 - Sentences

1.   The air-plane flew into the blue sky.
2.   He made the soup with chicken broth.
3.   Last night I had a dream.
4.   Cut the wood board to fit the floor.
5.   My dear mother was sick last night.
6.   We went to the beach to swim.
7.   I would like peach pie.
8.   The girl wore a blue skirt over her shorts.
9.   The alarm clock wakes me up in the morning.
10. At nine o'clock, I will take a shower.

Lesson 20 - Words Lesson 20 - Sentences

1.   We went boating last summer.
2.   They were making peach pie.
3.   Could I see the paper?   
4.   We are meeting them later.
5.   She was singing in the shower.
6.   She was braiding her hair.
7.   The boy was bragging about the game.
8.   The birds were sitting on top of the rope.
9.   He is stepping outside for fresh air.
10. I will go shopping for the wedding.

1.   wished
2.   jumped
3.   hoped
4.   dripped
5.   grabbed
6.   slipped
7.   hopped
8.   plowed
9.   growled
10. spooned

11.  cracked
12.  snacked
13.  boiled
14.  lowered
15.  painted
16.  tricked
17.  floated
18.  followed
19.  snowed
20.  showered

Lesson 21 - Words Lesson 21 - Sentences

1.    It rained yesterday.
2.    The girl parted her hair on the side.
3.    The man shouted over the loud crowd.
4.    He begged me not to go out.
5.    The boy bragged about his trip.
6.    I dragged the sack for a mile.
7.    She tried to get home.
8.    He dipped his feet into the pool.
9.    She opened the window for fresh air.
10.  The crash happened last night.

1.   kind
2.   mind
3.   behind
4.   blind
5.   bind
6.   grind
7.   send
8.   blend
9.   pretend
10. under

11.  thunder
12.  hand
13.  band
14.  stand
15.  brand
16.  grandfather
17.  grandmother
18.  wild
19.  child
20.  mild

Lesson 22 - Words Lesson 22 - Sentences

1.    The boy spied on his friend.
2.    The girl hid and cried behind the couch.
3.    The man can spend a lot of cash.
4.    Wind the clock up to keep it running.
5.    The wind blew the sand on the beach.
6.    The kind man held the door open for me.
7.    I sat with my dog, under the tree.
8.    Send the letter to your friend.
9.    She handed her test to the teacher.
10.  I had to bend over to pick up the trash.

1.   running
2.   humming
3.   putting
4.   shutting
5.   strumming
6.   winning
7.   clapping
8.   napping
9.   sitting
10. petting

11.  making
12.  hiding
13.  riding
14.  raking
15.  waking
16.  dating
17.  paving
18.  craving
19.  waving
20.  biting

1.   pine
2.   hide
3.   shine
4.   fine
5.   like
6.   time
7.   pole
8.   stole
9.   made
10. hope

11.  care
12.  share
13.  dare
14.  glue
15.  blue
16.  boat
17   soap
18.  tie
19   lie
20.  clear  

21.  chair
22.  hair
23.  brain
24.  paid
25.  sleep
26.  feed
27   meet
28.  beach
29.  real
30.  leash

For long vowel sounds, your student may not know which way to get the sound. For example, long 'a' can be from 'ay', 'ai',
or with a VCV, as in: ray, paid, gate. You may want him/her to study the list beforehand, or give hints.
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Lesson 23 - Words Lesson 23 - Sentences

1.   The pilot was ejected from the burning plane.
2.   The sad boy felt rejected.
3.   The driver was distracted and hit the other car.
4.   A mirror can reflect an object.
5.   The boys made a secret pact with each other.
6.   I suspected that you were not telling the truth.
7.   We were directed to sit and wait.
8.   He was selected to direct the play.

Lesson 24 - Sentences

1.   He walked the dog down the road.
2.   The car crash was not my fault.
3.   The dog gave me his paw. 
4.   Do not taunt your sister.
5.   To stay out of jail, you should follow the law.
6.   I was talking to my friend the other day.
7.   We walked away from the store.
8.   The rocket launch was at three o'clock.
9.   Call me before you go home.
10. Throw the ball to the small child.

1.    chose
2.    choose
3.    close
4.    those
5.    these
6.    nose
7.    noise
8.    confuse
9.    pause
10.  rose   

11.  horse
12.  house
13.  mouse
14.  loose
15.  goose
16.  sense
17.  because
18.  freeze
19.  size
20.  prize

Lesson 25 - Words Lesson 25 - Sentences

1.   At dawn, the sun will rise.
2.   We tried to surprise our mother.
3.   I sometimes confuse the twins.
4.   It is wiser to listen and not talk.
5.   If you are done, close the door behind you.
6.   The wild bore made a lot of noise.
7.   Please check the map before you go.
8.   My house is around the corner.
9.   The hot rays of the sun beat down on me.
10. The boy chose to eat peanut butter on crackers.

1.   yawn
2.   yellow
3.   year
4.   yard
5.   yeast
6.   symbol
7.   myth
8.   system
9.   style
10. hybrid

11.  type
12.  modify
13.  supply
14.  clarify
15.  candy
16.  tardy
17.  happy
18.  funny
19.  party
20.  nutty

Lesson 26 - Words Lesson 26 - Sentences

1.    The bunny hopped down the street.
2.    The tiny girl jumped into the pool.
3.    I deny that I went to the party.
4.    The lady wore a floppy hat to the wedding.
5.    The brown blanket was cozy.
6.    The joke was very funny.
7.    This morning, it was foggy outside.
8.    The lady gave candy to the child.
9.    The donkey kicked the man in the chest.
10.  We had turkey for dinner.

1.   fact
2.   pact
3.   infect
4.   strict
5.   doctor
6.   instruct
7.   impact
8.   subtract
9.   contact
10. distracted

11. direct
12. predict
13. conflict
14. subject
15. October
16. construct
17. intact
18. octagon
19. exact
20. object 

Lesson 24 - Words

1.   saw
2.   paw
3.   claw
4.   draw
5.   raw
6.   straw
7.   jaw
8.   author
9.   taunt
10. haunt

11.  haul
12.  fraud
13.  because
14.  some
15.  come
16.  none
17.  done
18.  call
19.  wall
20.  tall 

21.   small
22.   ball
23.   fall
24.   stall
25.   talk
26.   walk
27.   chalk
28.   stalk
29.   loyal
30.   equal
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Lesson 27 - Words Lesson 27 - Sentences

1.   The lonely boy walked home.
2.   Today, the sickly child felt stronger.
3.   She swiftly kicked the ball and ran to the goal.
4.   I suddenly wanted to leave the house.
5.   It was sunnier yesterday.
6.   He left earlier than expected.
7.   The child was quieter than a mouse.
8.    I brush my teeth nightly.
9.    He blindly felt his way in the dark.
10.  Thankfully, we missed being hit by the ball.

Lesson 28 - Sentences

1.   Do not talk to the stranger.
2.   He took a plunge into the pool.
3.   I changed my outfit before leaving.
4.   Keep the bird in the cage.
5.   Some gems are very rare.
6.   At the age of sixteen, you can drive.
7.   The frankfurter comes from Germany.
8.   Who is in charge of the store?
9.   The food was lodged in his throat.
10. Our car is in the garage.

Lesson 29 - Sentences

1.   We went to the city to see the show.
2.   I have no chance of going home today.
3.   The criminal begged for mercy.
4.   The girl danced on stage.
5.   Turn the page to see your choice.
6.   He pushed the door with a lot of force.
7.   The sun is the center of our solar system.
8.   In the winter, the lake turns to ice. 

1.   keep
2.   kept
3.   kite
4.   skip
5.   sky
6.   king
7.   biking
8.   panic
9.   traffic
10. basic

11.  frantic
12.  critic
13.  static
14.  topic
15.  toxic
16.  plastic
17.  garlic
18.  public
19.  attic
20.  magic

Lesson 30 - Words Lesson 30 - Sentences

1.   The man had a strange accent.
2.   We drank skim milk with dinner.
3.   Because of the rash, my skin was itchy.
4.   The snake hung from the top of the cage.
5.   The cake was baking in the kitchen.
6.   If you go hiking, stay on the path.
7.   I like how you dance to that song.
8.   The plastic toy broke.
9.   The kitten was hiding in the attic.
10. The food at the farm is organic.

1.   quickly
2.   softly
3.   finally
4.   carefully
5.   timely
6.   happily
7.   noisily
8.   luckily
9.   normally
10. slowly

11. quicker
12. happier
13. safer
14. noisier
15. luckier
16. smaller
17. bigger
18. lighter
19. stronger
20. lazier

Lesson 28 - Words

1.  page
2.  cage
3.  rage
4.  stage
5.  large
6.  energy
7.  angel
8.  badge
9.  bridge
10. judge

11.  budge
12.  smudge
13.  grudge
14.  edge
15.  fudge
16.  pledge
17.  change
18.  hinge
19.  cringe
20.  danger

21.  damage
22.  average
23.  package
24.  cabbage
25.  advantage
26.  bandage
27.  message
28.  baggage

Lesson 29 - Words

1.    cent
2.    percent
3.    decent
4.    accent
5.    innocent
6.    face
7.    trace
8.    place
9.    race
10.  space

11.  ice
12.  nice
13.  mice
14.  spice
15.  twice
16.  advice
17.  dance
18.  glance
19.  advance
20.  entrance

21.  chance
22.  France
23.  silence
24.  sentence
25.  prince
26.  convince
27.  policy
28.  currency
29.  spicy
30.  pricey
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Lesson 31 - Words Lesson 31 - Sentences

1.   We baked three batches of muffins.
2.   A pack of wolves roamed the land.
3.   At the end of the year, we do our taxes.
4.   Put the dishes in the sink.
5.   I think he worries too much.
6.   Some say that cats have nine lives.
7.   The bird flies high above us.
8.   The houses on my block are large.

Lesson 32 - Sentences

1.  I asked him to hold all of the boxes.
2.  The dog mostly rolls around in the grass.
3.  The actress said her lines on the stage.
4.   In the winter, it gets very cold.
5.   My grandfather is older than my grandmother.
6.   The house on the hill is haunted.
7.   The children on the bus were told not to talk.
8.   The boy always spills his milk.
9.    I can cross that chore off the list.
10.  The large dog was harmless. 

Lesson 33 - Sentences

1.   On Thursday, I will get a haircut.
2.   The hammer is in my toolbox.
3.   The actress waited backstage.
4.   The drawbridge went up so the boat
      could pass.
5.   If you go swimming, stay away from
      the jellyfish.
6.   The rubber-band held the papers together.
7.   My boss gave me, my first paycheck.
8.   I wore my new sunglasses to the beach.

1.   you're
2.   it's
3.   they're
4.   we've
5.   he'll
6.   couldn't
7.   shouldn't
8.   wouldn't
9.   hasn't
10. didn't

11.  don't
12.  doesn't
13.  wasn't
14.  that's
15.  weren't
16.  she'll
17.  she's
18.  I've

Lesson 34 - Words Lesson 34 - Sentences

1.   I'll go swimming in the town pool.
2.   We couldn't make up our minds.
3.   He'll play basketball all night.
4.   You shouldn't look directly into the sun.
5.   They've been fighting all day.
6.   He's trying to impress the girl.
7.   I'm on my way to the airport.
8.   The baby wouldn't eat his dinner.
9.   We're almost home from our trip.
10. He hasn't had a bath in an entire week.

1.   wishes
2.   kisses
3.   boxes
4.   houses
5.   patches
6.   loaves
7.   scarves
8.   cherries
9.   memories
10. worries

11.  carries
12.  spies
13.  denies
14.  supplies
15.  cities
16.  families
17.  babies
18.  ladies

Lesson 32 - Words

1.   stuff
2.   fluff
3.   stiff
4.   cliff
5.   tell
6.   spill
7.   doll
8.   dull
9.   grass
10. glass

11.  press
12.  mess
13.  plus
14.  bus
15.  gas
16.  yes
17.  roll
18.  poll
19.  unless
20.  business

21.  distress
22.  fortress
23.  waitress
24.  actress
25.  most
26.  old
27.  fold
28.  folder
29.  cold
30.  gold

Lesson 33 - Words

1.    surprise
2.    afternoon
3.    became
4.    forget
5.    nighttime
6.    thunderstorm
7.    somebody
8.    beforehand
9.    software
10.  taxpayer

11.  backward
12.  teaspoon
13.  waterfall
14.  weekend
15.  pancake
16.  graveyard
17.  baseball
18.  basketball
19.  mainland
20.  highway
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Lesson 35 - Words Lesson 35 - Sentences

1.   His tail was long and fluffy.
2.   The story is a tale about a witch.
3.   I buttered the dinner roll.
4.   I got the lead role in the play.
5.   The sum of the numbers was twenty.
6.   There was a hole in my pocket.
7.   The scent of the perfume was strong.
8.   The deer crossed the road.
9.   She rode a horse all the way to the beach.
10. The house is by the sea.

Lesson 36 - Sentences

1.  Please sign the paper at the bottom.
2.  An island is land that is surrounded by water.
3.  We had to go through the store to get
      to the cash register.
4.   I grabbed her wrist so she wouldn't fall.
5.   I will write you a letter about my trip.
6.   He dropped some crumbs on the floor.
7.   The old lady will knit a blanket for me.
8.   Comb your hair before you leave.

Lesson 37 - Sentences

1.   I had to shield my eyes from the sun.
2.   The soccer team played on the field near
       my house.
3.    The new born baby weighs eight pounds.
4.    My neighbor wanted to use my ladder.
5.    It was a relief to pass the test.
6.    If you work hard, you will achieve many things.
7.    I don't believe in ghosts.
8.    The dog is a golden retriever.

Lesson 38 - Words Lesson 38 - Sentences

1.   Throw the coin into the fountain and 
      make a wish.
2.   She leaned against the wall and said that
      I was too late.
3.   The brown bear climbed the mountain.
4.   For my afternoon snack, I will have a pear.
5.   The weather was great and we had a good time.
6.   I didn't know which dress to wear to the party.
7.   Are you ready to go to dinner?
8.   It was so hot outside that I started to sweat. 

1.   too
2.   two
3.   blew
4.   blue
5.   there
6.   their
7.   its
8.   it's
9.   maid

10. made
11. hear
12. here
13. by
14. bye
15. buy
16. sum
17. some

Lesson 36 - Words

1.   know
2.   knew
3.   knee
4.   knot
5.   thumb
6.   numb
7.   climb
8.   comb
9.   crumb
10. doubt

11.  answer
12.  write
13.  wrote
14.  wrap
15.  wrist
16.  autumn
17.  column
18.  island
19.  hour
20.  sign

21.  design
22.  through
23.  though

Lesson 37 - Words

1.   weigh
2.   weight
3.   eight
4.   freight
5.   field
6.   brief
7.   relief
8.   series
9.   chief
10. believe

11.  brownie
12.  cookie
13.  zombie
14.  genie
15.  collie

1.   bread
2.   head
3.   breath
4.   breakfast
5.   dead
6.   health
7.   wealth
8.   meant
9.   ready
10. instead

11.  thread
12.  sweater
13.  weather
14.  leather
15.  bear
16.  pear
17.  wear
18.  great
19.  steak
20.  again

21. against
22. captain
23. certain
24. certainly
25. mountain
26. fountain
27. said
 

NOTE: Starting at this lesson, your student may have to study the words first, before attempting the dictations.
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Lesson 39 - Words Lesson 39 - Sentences

1.   The numbers were in sequential order.
2.   Teenagers are very social people.
3.   Please put your initials at the bottom
      of the paper.
4.   A good judge needs to be impartial.
5.   He initially did not want to hike up the
      mountain.
6.   The lady treated herself to a facial.
7.   We asked the accountant for financial
      advice.

Lesson 40 - Sentences

1.  Choose the option that you like the most.
2.   In math class, we used division to find 
      the answer.
3.   The rich man owns a large mansion.
4.   The funny man did an impression of a turkey.
5.   The old car was in running condition.
6.   What is the solution to the problem?
7.   The newspaper was no longer in circulation.
8.   The dancer had to audition to be in the show.

Lesson 41 - Sentences

1.   My sister's allowance is ten dollars a week.
2.   The flower's petals fell onto the ground.
3.   The equation's answer is equal to four.
4.   I had to total up all of Jill's items.
5.   I almost fixed Brandon's old bike.
6.   The animal limped on its hurt foot.
7.   Jack's house is just down the road.
8.   Mike's skate board lost a wheel.

Lesson 42 - Words Lesson 42 - Sentences

1.   We like to listen to the radio when we drive
      in the car.
2.   The dancers practiced in the studio.
3.   The panda bear comes from China.
4.   We took a taxi when we went to the city.
5.   They ate pizza and garlic bread for dinner.
6.   At the petting zoo, we saw a zebra and a
      buffalo.
7.   Remember to put the comma in the correct
      place.
8.  They took a limo to their prom.  

1.   partial
2.   initial
3.   initially
4.   substantial
5.   influential
6.   exponential
7.   confidential
8.   crucial
9.   social
10. commercial

11. facial
12. official
13. superficial
14. financial

Lesson 40 - Words

1.   option
2.   portion
3.   section
4.   direction
5.   infection
6.   location
7.   question
8.   emotion
9.   solution
10. mission

11.  passion
12.  session
13.  invasion
14.  vision
15.  division
16.  explosion
17.  confusion
18.  collision

Lesson 41 - Words

1.   Tom's
2.   Jim's
3.   Jane's
4.    its
5.    teacher's
6.    teachers'
7.    dog's
8.    dogs'
9.    action
10.  function

11.  justice
12.  service
13.  practice
14.  notice
15.  message
16.  damage
17.  package
18.  average
19.  oval
20.  loyal

1.   also
2.   zero
3.   hello
4.   potato
5.   tomato
6.   veto
7.   Africa
8.   comma
9.   coma
10. sofa

11.  India
12.  bacteria
13.  taxi
14.  semi
15.  cola
16.  mini-van
17.  radio
18.  studio
19.  pizza
20.  arena

21. pasta
22. buffalo
23. tofu
24. tuba
25. zebra
26. panda
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Lesson 43 - Words Lesson 43 - Sentences

1.   The dancer is very flexible.
2.   The deck was not assessable for a wheel chair.
3.   The little boy blew bubbles outside on the patio.
4.   Grab the bottle by the handle.
5.   We went apple picking last summer.
6.   The room was lit by a single candle.
7.   She boiled water in the kettle.
8.   Please set the table before dinner.

Lesson 44 - Sentences

1. We hung the picture on the wall, in the hallway.
2. It was a pleasure to see you again.
3. They're going to move the furniture for you.
4. Use the yard stick to measure the sofa.
5. We went on a nature walk to see the rare birds.
6. Are you able to see the dancer on the stage?
7. Here are the notes from the lecture.
8. Sending flowers was a nice gesture.
9. The sheep were grazing in the pasture. 
10. He was sure he knew the answer.

Lesson 45 - Sentences

1.   The famous actress stood on the stage.
2.   The curious monkey climbed up the tree.
3.   The children were of various ages.
4.   The old lady was very generous.
5.   Nuts and fruit are nutritious.
6.   The answer was obvious.
7.   The factory work was very tedious.
8.   The angry man was furious.
9.   The girl was jealous of her sister.
10. Lifting weights is strenuous. 

Lesson 46 - Words Lesson 46 - Sentences

1.   The gold handbag was expensive.
2.   The party was very festive.
3.   The bees live in a hive.
4.   The crew had to survive on the island.
5.   The sensitive girl cried when the man
      yelled.
6.   The vet gave the dog a sedative before
      the operation.
7.   He went above and beyond the call of duty.
8.   The five pound hamburger was massive.

1.   little
2.   bubble
3.   apple
4.   ankle
5.   middle
6.   settle
7.   candle
8.   angle
9.   bottle
10. visible

11. breakable
12. dangle
13. audible
14. disable
15. cable
16. table
17. unable
18. possible
19. terrible
20. comfortable

Lesson 44- Words

1.   picture
2.   fracture
3.   mixture
4.   furniture
5.   lecture
6.   nature
7.   capture
8.   signature
9.   sure
10. measure

11.  treasure
12.  pressure
13.  pleasure
14.  purple
15.  orange
16.  where
17.  there
18.  here
19.  their
20.  too

Lesson 45 - Words

1.   famous
2.   nervous
3.   numerous
4.   dangerous
5.   generous
6.   continuous
7.   curious
8.   serious
9.   furious
10. obvious

11. various
12. glorious
13. envious
14. cautious
15. anxious
16. come
17. done
18. could
19. their
20. wild

1.   active
2.   talkative
3.   festive
4.   aggressive
5.   captive
6.   positive
7.   negative
8.   relative
9.   protective
10. deserve

11.  love
12. glove
13. above
14. alive
15. survive
16. achieve
17. believe
18. receive
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Lesson 47 - Words Lesson 47 - Sentences

1.   The child went to school on Monday.
2.   The mechanic fixed the car.
3.   The boy had a stomach ache.
4.   Bats use echo-location to detect objects.
5.   She wanted to be the main character in the play.
6.   The old man had a chronic illness.
7.   Jim used a parachute when he went sky diving.
8.   Adults often chaperone groups when on a trip.
9.   The chef made chicken soup with dumplings.
10. The captain told the crew to throw down the anchor.  

Lesson 48 - Sentences

1.  The man caught a large fish.
2.  The teacher taught us how to make a graph.
3.  Her daughter bought a new dress for the party.
4.  At the concert, we sought out the best seats.
5.  You ought to take another look at the paper.
6.  We brought pumpkin pie to the dinner party.
7.  My bad cough kept me awake all night.
8.  I thought I would see the elephant at the zoo.

Lesson 49 - Sentences

1.    The technician fixed my computer.
2.    The dietician told the man what to eat.
3.    There was an argument about the situation.
4.    The weather was perfect for the game.
5.    Measure the length of the wood plank.
6.    He fell and fractured his arm.
7.    The wild animal ran into the woods.
8.    I was positive that I found the solution to 
       the problem.
9.    Their house is near the lake.
10.  They're going to go out tonight to see the show.

Lesson 50 - Words Lesson 50 - Sentences

1.   The honorable judge told us to rise.
2.    We walked through the store.
3.    Chicago is a large city.
4.    My uncle lives in Michigan.
5.    The chef cooked a wonderful dinner.
6.    It took an hour to drive to the park.
7.    I honestly thought he would be home by now.
8.    The group of people went up to the buffet.

1.   chef
2.   chute
3.   machine
4.   charade
5.   Michigan
6.   Chicago
7.   ache
8.   headache
9.   chord
10. chemist

11.  stomach
12.  echo
13.  school
14.  chronic
15.  chorus
16.  character
17.  schedule
18. Christmas

Lesson 48- Words

1.  phone
2.  phase
3.  phrase
4.  sphere
5.  dolphin
6.  elephant
7.  phony
8.  trophy
9.  graph
10. laugh

11. cough
12. enough
13. taught
14. caught
15. daughter
16. bought
17. brought
18. thought

Lesson 49 - Words

1.   beauty
2.   beautician
3.   magic
4.   magician
5.   optic
6.   optician
7.   politics
8.   politician
9.   technical
10. technician

11. dangerous
12. condition
13. edition
14. service
15. value
16. issue
17. through
18. argue
19. eight
20. field

1.   ballet
2.   fillet
3.   crochet
4.   valet
5.   buffet
6.   bouquet
7.   sorbet
8.   group
9.   soup
10. wound

11.  honor
12.  hour
13.  honest
14.  through
15.  Chicago
16.  machine
17.  chef
18.  chaperone
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Lesson 51 - Words Lesson 51 - Sentences

1.   The table was the dustiest one in the room.
2.   The smallest boy was the loudest.
3.   My feather pillow is the softest one I have.
4.   What is the shortest way to get to the school?
5.   Sending flowers was the sweetest thing he did.
6.   The girl chose the pinkest paint color for her room.
7.   Talking in front of the class was the hardest thing
       I ever did.
8.   The tallest person in my family is my father.
 

Lesson 52 - Sentences

1.  I have some experience with painting.
2.  The football team played at the stadium.
3.  The teacher asked me to solve the polynomial.
4.  Helium is lighter than air.
5.  The doctor told the man to watch his sodium.
6.  The singer also played the piano.
7.  They made a statue for the hero's memorial.
8.   He had an operation to fix a hernia.    

Lesson 53 - Sentences

1.  I wanted to lose weight before the wedding.
2.  For dessert I had chocolate ice-cream.
3.  It was too loud, and I couldn't hear you.
4.  She accepted the man's proposal.
5.  They sold their house last month.
6.  We woke up, went for a bike ride, and then
     had lunch.
7.  Who's taller than me?
8.  I hear that they're leaving for vacation soon.

1.   longest
2.   shortest
3.   funniest
4.   quickest
5.   happiest
6.   sickest
7.   finest
8.   biggest
9.   safest
10. strongest

11. largest
12. noisiest
13. heaviest
14. laziest
15. simplest
16. strangest
17. greatest
18. youngest
19. lightest
20. sunniest

Lesson 52 - Words

1.  material
2.  memorial
3.  medium
4.  sodium
5.  historian
6.  librarian
7.  vegetarian
8.  orient
9.  alien
10. experience

11.  ingredient
12.  idiot
13.  piano
14.  pizza
15.  Canadian
16.  phobia

Lesson 53 - Words

1.   than
2.   lose
3.   whose
4.   chose
5.   it's
6.   its
7.   then
8.   who's
9.   except
10. angel

11. accept
12. angle
13. desert
14. choose
15. dessert
16. their
17. too
18. where
19. hear
20. there

Lesson 54 - Sentences

1.  I lost weight and my clothes were loose.
2.  I noticed that you were absent yesterday.
3.  I got a speck of dust in my eye.
4.  It was sunny today, but sunnier yesterday.
5.  There are seven days in a week.
6.  Which day will you be leaving?
7.  My favorite holiday is the fourth of July.
8.  My brother is the laziest person in my family.

Lesson 54 - Words

1.   country
2.   surprised
3.   above
4.   glove
5.   one
6.   once
7.   probably
8.   notice
9.   office
10. stomach

11. instrument
12. memory
13. memories
14. very
15. every
16. there
17. boost
18. were
19. where
20. people
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Lesson 55 - Words Lesson 55 - Sentences

1.   I had to rewrite the paper.
2.   We tried to prolong our vacation.
3.   To predict the winner now is a bit premature.
4.   The town is making a lot of progress.
5.   The plan is to prohibit smoking in the building.
6.   We were unable to unearth the old car.
7.   It is unlikely that they'll release the document.
8.   When you bake the cake, you must preheat the oven.
 

1.   redo
2.   release
3.   reaction
4.   prevent
5.   predict
6.   pretend
7.   prefer
8.   produce
9.   provoke
10. program

11. unable
12. uncommon
13. uncertain
14. unlikely
15. February
16. January
17. separate
18. government
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